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ABSTRACT - This paper proposes the design of multirate
Switched-Capacitor (SC) filters with the employment of the
predictive Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) as a means of
achieving higher accuracy, good linearity and higher dynamic
range as well as lower power dissipation for high frequency
and/or low voltage CMOS applications. Such new technique
will be first explored by proposing the novel fundamental
building blocks: unit delay circuit and accumulator for
multirate SC circuits with the reduction of the effects of opamp imperfections with respect to the input referred DC offset
voltage, llf noise as well as finite gain, and then be
consolidated by implementing a specific video application.

have been effectively proved to operate with less power and
silicon dissipation due to higher efficiency in terms of the
required number and speed of the active elements [7-121.
Generally speaking, they, either decimators or interpolators,
can be mainly classified into Direct-Form (DF) [7,8], nonrecursive Active-Delayed Block (ADB) 19,IO], Recursive
ADB [11,12] polyphase architecture for F I R or W filtering
characteristics. Nevertheless, nnity-delay circuits (unit delay is
referred to the lower sampling period), nalmely ADB's and
accumulators, are two fundamental building blocks for all
these structures. Therefore, the unity-delay SC ADB circuits
and SC accumulators with predictive CDS will be investigated
in the following. Note that the ADB's in decimation circuits,
which function for the combination of the unit-delay together
with the accumulation due to the multi-feed-in SC coefficientbranches, can indeed be categorized into SC accumulator
circuits.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increased use of multirate sampled-data techniques
has encouraged research activities for higher frequency CMOS
applications, such as the video analog/digital interface [ 1,2],
magnetic disk read channel coders [3], frequency subsampling
downconvertion [4] and Direct Digital Frequency Synthesizer
(DDFS) channel [SI for wireless CMOS transceiver. However,
the large bandwidth of the active element - operational
amplifiers (op-amp) trades off the open-loop gain that is often
inadequate to obtain the satisfactory performance. Moreover,
as the application- and technology-driven constraints are
scaling down the system supply voltage, the achievable
amplifier gain is often quite low for a better output signal
swing. Besides, the DC offset and low frequency noise of
amplifiers will reduce the dynamic range. Therefore, the
compensation of these non-ideal properties of amplifiers
becomes more and more necessary for modem analog
integrated systems. The Correlated Double Sampling (CDS)
technique, which samples and subtracts the amplifier noise
and offset in each clock period, is inherently appropriate for
sampled data circuits when compared with another chopper
stabilization (CHS) technique which is preferable for
continuous-time systems [6]. This paper proposes novel circuit
architectures and building blocks for high performance
multirate SC circuits with the employment of the Predictive
CDS (P-CDS) technique which has the superiority over the
conventional CDS of an exact compensation to the nonlinear
gain characteristics of the amplifier in a much wider signal
frequency range.

2. PREDICTIVE CDS (P-CDS) BUILDING BLOCKS
FOR MULTIRATE SC CIRCUITS
The specialized multirate SC filters, namely decimators
and interpolators, which are based on the polyphase structures,

2.1 Predictive CDS SC Unil-Delay ADB's with MismatchFree Property
As the SC unit-delay ADB's are cascaded as a serial
processing delay line which contributes to the transfer
function coefficients implementation, the nonlinear errors in
ADB's will be accumulated along this serial delay line that
will considerably affect the icoefficients precision. We have
proposed several different novel implementation of SC delay
circuits that are all insensitive to finite gain, DC offset errors
as well as capacitance mismatch in reference [13]. As they are
all suitable for serving as ADB with an arrangement of
multirate clock phases, and for simplicity, employed here is a
more general and a highly accurate unit-delay circuits as
presented in Fig.1 with clock phases. The gain and offset
compensation is fulfilled by the predictive CDS technique
[6,14,1S] which predicts a much closer approximation of
finite gain and offset errors that are expected to be presented
in next output phase by performing a similar switching
operation preliminarily, thus attaining a very accurate and
almost frequency-independent compensation, Here, the double
sampling C1and C',branches generate unity delay multiplexly;
and a sole C, branch performs a similar preliminary operation
for both double sampling SC branches for predicting the gain
and offset errors at virtual ground which will1 be stored in the
offset-storage capacitor C,,. The resulting gain and phase
errors caused by finite gain is extremely small, i.e. <0.0036dB
and <0.0078" with A=100 and all parasitiics (10% of unit
capacitance) [13]. It is also evident that there is no charge
transfemng operation, thus eliminating the physical mismatch
problem of capacitance ratio.
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Fig. I Gain- Offset Compensated and
Mismatch-Free SC Unit Delay ADB
Circuit with Predictive CDS Technique
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2.2 Predictive CDS SC Accumulator/Summer
The errors in output SC accumulator mainly leads to a
nonlinear deviation of the transfer function coefficients as
well as the overall gain response offset. We implement here in
Fig.2(a)-(c) three different types of P-CDS SC accumulator
circuits by using the same sample correction property [16].
These circuits predict and correct the finite gain and offset
errors by switching the virtual ground from uncompensated to
error-compensated during the same charge transferring phase
with the only one same sample. This indeed is fulfilled by a

I

(c)

small error correction capacitor C, at the inverting node of
amplifier. Note that the value of this capacitor should be as
small as possible - normally set to unit capacitance, due to the
fact that the additional charge redistribution between it and
accumulation capacitor CA will occur during the errorprediction phase. Nevertheless, the accumulation capacitor has
normally the biggest value in whole circuit as it is the
denominator of coefficient capacitance ratios, which means
the ratio k=CJC, is relatively small in most cases, thus a small
error will be introduced. In fact, even for the worst case, i.e.
ratio is unity, the gain and phase errors are still better than
conventional CDS technique (discussed next).
Note that the clock phases of Fig.2a and Fig.2b are
simplified for easy to apply in also other general purpose SC
circuits. The circuit in Fig.2b is the modified version of Fig.2a
with a special feedback branch Ck for transferring the charges
accumulated in phase 1 to CAat phase 2, thus allowing that the
charge transfer or summation can be occurred in both two
phases 1 and 2 which is especially suitable for decimation
circuits. Meanwhile, the summation is only valid in phase 2 in
circuit of Fig.2a due to the reset of accumulation capacitor in
phase 1. The circuit of Fig.2c, which is specialized for
sampling rate change of 4,is also derived from Fig.2a with the
multiplexed summing capacitors for efficiently acting as one
time-shared accumulator for multiple polyphase filter paths
especially for SC interpolators.
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(b) With Multiple-Phase Accumulation (P-CDS) i.e. for Decimator
(c) With Multi-Path Accumulation (L=4, P-CDS)
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uncompensated one respectively. More importantly, the
minimum gain errors at DC for all CDS circuits are around
0.002dB while the uncompensated is O.ldB which is about 50
times of CDS cases. In addition, as mentioned before, even
for the worst case: R=C/CA=l (coefficient spread =I), the
circuits with P-CDS are still much superiolr to conventional
CDS or standard uncompensated cases, as shown in curves I',
II', III' and IV'.Simulated results also show that the parasitics
(10% of the unit capacitor) at all adjoined nodes slightly
increase the gain error by only less than 0.0037dB which can
be neglected. Moreover, the suppression factor to DC offset
voltage becomes approximalely 1/A for circuits with CDS
technique while it is about 2 for the uncompmsated.

The gain and phase as well as offset errors are all
obtained both from theoretical calculation and computer
simulation which both show a very good consistency between
their results. The standard uncompensated SC accumulator
proposed in [7] and a GOC accumulator with the conventional
CDS presented in Fig.2d will be utilized for comparison. The
SWITCAP simulated results are shown in Fig.3. For a more
conservative study, we consider the moderate coefficient
spread of 6, thus k=C/CA=116, the errors caused by finite gain
of circuit Fig.2a and b are almost the same as shown in curve I
and II respectively, and the maximum gain and phase errors
are about 0.03dB and -0.1O which are much better than 0.2dB
& -0.65" in curve III and 0.4dB & -1.1" in IV for
Conventional CDS (C-CDS) circuit of Fig.2d and
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Fig.3 Simulated ( a ) Gain Error and (b)Phase Error of Gain- Offset
Compensated SC Accumulator with Predictive CDS Technique

3. DESIGN EXAMPLE OF PREDICTIVE CDS
MULTIRATE SC CIRCUITS
The effectiveness of the proposed P-CDS building blocks
for multirate circuits has been established by implementing a
4-fold SC multirate video interpolator with amplifier's gain of
100. Such interpolator increases sampling rate by 4 fold and
achieves the 15-tap FIR lowpass filtering which requires
passband ripple less than 0.2dB with linear phase
characteristics and attenuation of the images greater than
50dB. For simplicity and generalization, only the simulated
results of the circuit employing the novel P-CDS unit-delay
ADB in Fig. 1 and multi-feed-in time-shared accumulator in
Fig.2~are presented here in Fig.4. It is clearly evident that the
transmission zeros variation due to the finite gain error is so
extremely small as plotted in the zeros patterns of Fig 4b that
the simulated amplitude responses are almost fully matched to
the ideal one as shown in Fig.4a. While for the
uncompensated one, its maximum passband and stopband
variation are more than 0.7dB and lOdB respectively due to
the distorted location of zeros shown in Fig.4b. For
comparison, the simulated results of interpolator with
conventional CDS technique are also presented in Fig.4a
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whose performance is better than the uncompensated but
worse than predictive CDS circuit due to its inherent narrow
band compensation property. Note that the comparison is
indeed just a conservative simulation in studlying its impact in
view of the neglect of the capacitance mismatch in ADB's and
DC offset error in these circuits.

4. CONCLUSION
The novel specific gain- and oFfset-compensated
techniques for high performance multirate SC circuits in terms
of the accuracy, linearity and dynamic range by manipulating
the predictive correlated double sampling have been
presented, thus exploring its ]potential for high speed and low
voltage applications. The fuindamental P-CDS SC multirate
building blocks, namely the mismatch-free unit delay circuits
and accumulators have been proposed with their superiority in
terms of their considerably small gain, phase and offset errors.
More importantly, these building blocks can be actually
treated as the standard cells for normal SC circuits in many
applications. Moreover, a re,al video interpolation filter has
been realized by combining such blocks with an almost ideal
response. All these circuit behaviors have been verified
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successfully by both rigorous theoretical and computer
simulated analyses with also a detailed comparison with

traditional uncompensated and
implementations.

the conventional
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F i g 4 The Simulated Amplitude Response ( a ) and Zeros Plot (b)of the Uncompensated
and GOC SC FIR ADB Polyphase Interpolator with CDS Techniques (N=15.L=4, A=IOO)
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